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IGV GROUP 
OFFICIALLY LISTED IN 

THE REGISTER OF ITALIAN HISTORICAL TRADEMARKS 
 

The Milan-based company, international leader in the vertical transportation, is included in the register of the 
Italian Historical Trademarks by the Patent and Trademark Office of the Ministry of Economic Development, 

where a limited number of companies with more than 50 years of history are listed. 
 

 
Milan, September 28th, 2021 – An exciting announcement, a great satisfaction, an achievement that seals an 
important story and launches the Company towards new challenges and new goals.  
IGV Group, the Italian leader in the vertical transportation sector, is now included in the Special Register of 
Italian Historical Trademarks, set up by the Patent and Trademark Office of the Ministry of Economic 
Development. 
 
The IGV Group is now officially recognised as a historic brand and is one of the few companies having made the 
Italian history. Companies with a long story behind them, steeped in Italian style, tradition and ties to the 
territory. The elements that are common to the brands included in the special register are the same ones that 
have made Italy popular and loved around the world. These are companies with a manufacturing activity whose 
excellence has been rooted in the Italian territory for over 50 years. Brands with success stories, driven by ideas 
and people capable of overcoming the changes of time, strongly projected into the future. With passion, 
resourcefulness, and above all the idea that the key to success lies in the subtle combination of technological 
innovation and meticulous manufacturing skills. The same intuition that drove engineer Giuseppe Volpe to set 
up a workshop for the design of push-button panels in Vignate, in the Milan outskirts, back in 1966, which soon 
moved on to the production of electrical devices for automatic doors, and finally to the creation of 
sophisticated, high-end, fully customisable lifts. 
 
A “sartorial” specialisation that consolidated the company's identity as an Italian manufacturer of style, for its 
constant attention to product design and propensity for technological innovation. This is all the more 
appreciable considering that the IGV Group, as well as being a leader in Italy, exports more than 70% of its 
production abroad. 
 
“I am very happy and proud to learn that the historical identity of IGV Group has been acknowledged by the 
Italian State as a value for our industry,” says engineer Giuseppe Volpe, founder of IGV Group and current 
Honorary President. "Quality has always been a driving factor for the company and we have always been deeply 
rooted in our country, giving prestige to Made in Italy throughout the world: I believe this is the actual reason for 
earning this historical trademark. I want to thank all the people who have worked with me since 1966, my 
daughter, my son and my wife.” 
 
One of IGV Group strengths has always been its ability to express quality and excellence, but also transformation 
and innovation. In its 55 years of activity, IGV Group has been designing and developing vertical mobility 
solutions, lifts and lifting platforms for thousands of customers, standing out as a leader of customised products. 
 
The innovative spirit of the origins, the attention to detail and the desire to continue to fulfil the needs of 
society are still tangible values in the company, thanks to the dynamism of the founder and the enlightened 
vision of Michele Suria, CEO of IGV Group: “The important recognition awarded to IGV Group by the Ministry of 
Economic Development as a historic brand fills us with pride.” “Designing the future starting from solid 
foundations, from a brand and a know-how of excellence, allows us to continue to innovate, becoming a point of 
reference for the sector". 
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Following in the footsteps of Mr. Volpe, the current CEO has been able to enhance the combination of 
manufacturing excellence, still entirely in-house, and innovation with major investments in research and 
development, engineering, safety and design.  
 
This has paved the way to the AD HOC range: a line of lift cars with strong identity, which transforms the lift into 
a décor object, designed by leading names of the contemporary architecture, and contributing to the 
enhancement of space so as to inspire and satisfy all kinds of stylistic or atmospheric requirements. A paradigm 
of the evolution of IGV Group's DNA, of its vocation for special projects and ability to make "history" while 
always looking towards the future. 
 
 
 


